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ABSTRACT

Product-as-a-service (PaaS) circular business models are at a disadvantage in terms of bank financing compared to many linear business models. Such business models generally face significant challenges both in the case of collateral-based and business case-based credit security assessments. The challenges are due to both difficulties in assessing and realising the residual value of the collateral and due to the timeframe of the risk assessment of the business case. Furthermore, the complex services that are the source of competitive advantage for PaaS firms often disqualify customer contracts as collateral. Two of the challenges (low inventory valuation and forced depreciation losses) are traced to accounting and credit regulations. Another five challenges are traced to long-term industry practice. The empirical evidence consists of quotes and summarised data from 38 interviews and 24 survey responses with banks and product firms exploring circular economy financing.
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1. Introduction

Environmental risks are increasingly viewed as a threat to the modern economy. The World Economic Forum (WEF) recently brought up climate action failure and biodiversity loss as top business risks (WEF, 2022, p. 26). Although the circular economy is a concept that is not without critique (Corvellec et al., 2021) and that has many framings and definitions (Kirchherr et al., 2017), the circular economy is often presented as a plausible partial solution to these types of environmental concerns (Frishammar and Parida, 2019; Jabbour et al., 2019). A circular economy seeks to maximize the value of products, components, and materials over time, and to minimize resource use, emissions, waste, and pollution (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017). The circular economy discourse often emphasises the importance of the business model as an important determinant of firm behaviour and consequent environmental damage (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013; Linder and Williander, 2017; Ludeke-Freund et al., 2019). One important such business model topic is product-as-a-service (PaaS) circular business models (CBM). PaaS CBM ensure recurrent revenue from products, adjusting incentives of the seller towards longer lived products with minimal maintenance (Linder & Williander 2017). They also internalise the risk of product obsolescence, which was previously born by customers, to sellers (ibid). Examples of well-known corporations experimenting with PaaS CBM are H&M with clothing subscriptions (H&M, 2019) and IKEA with furniture as a service (Ingka Group, 2019). The success of these PaaS CBM will in part be determined by their cost structure. If many PaaS CBM are at a significant cost disadvantage vis-à-vis their linear business model counterparts, this will contribute to a delay in their diffusion and hence a delay in the adoption of circular economy practices in the economy.

This paper presents evidence that today’s financial practices will be a common company-level barrier in a circular transition by putting PaaS CBM at a cost disadvantage.

Financing is a way to leverage the time value of money to put future expected money flows to use for projects started today. As such, financing is a solution to accelerate scale-up of a business. Financing enables investment today based on expected future profits. Different sources of financing imply different costs of capital to the business. Businesses with access to lower cost of capital will enjoy a competitive advantage over their rivals. In this paper we show that product-as-a-service based circular business models, which due to their cost structure are particularly dependent on low cost of capital, are at a disadvantage to access one of the lowest cost types of financing: bank credit.
For many environmental problems such as greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity, the timing of implementation of solutions really matters. One argument in favour of PaaS variants of CBM is that it improves trialability for customers contributing to a higher rate of diffusion (Rogers, 1962). Taking advantage of increased potential rate of diffusion at the company level requires access to capital. Without access to external financial capital, organic PaaS scaling is conversely slower than many other revenue models because of the long payback periods. Thus, the speed of and therefore also the aimed benefits of, a circular economy transition is limited by the availability of financial capital for quick upscaling of PaaS CBM.

Bank financing is a relevant form of financing to consider for three reasons. First, bank credit is a comparatively low-cost source of external capital. For a business with dependence on low cost of capital, such as in the case of PaaS CBM, good access to bank capital will provide a competitive advantage. Second, the linear business model competitors of a PaaS CBM will likely often have access to bank credit, since small and medium-sized firms in Europe are highly dependent on bank credit (European Commission, Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry, 2014). Third, firms engaging in the circular economy seem to naturally turn to bank financing, as 30% of small and medium sized firms engaging in the circular economy rely on bank credit (Demirel and Danisman, 2019). Anecdotally, we also find that most banks and product companies we meet in our daily work on circular economy consider bank financing relevant for CBM.

In order to understand the specifics of the nature, causes and generality of the barriers to PaaS CBM bank financing, we will answer two research questions in this paper:

1. Is availability of bank financing a problem for scaling PaaS CBM business?

2. If so, what are the explanatory factors from a bank credit process perspective?

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the conceptual framework of product-as-a-service and circular business models. In section 3 we present the research area Circular financing and in section 4 we describe our research method. Next, in section 5 our results are structured around two main approaches banks use to estimate the security of a business loan, the two approaches are: 1) collateral-based assessment and 2) business case-based assessment. Our discussion of the results, limitations and a summary of the paper’s theoretical and practical contribution are found in section 6, and short concluding remarks in section 7.
2. **Product-as-a-Service Circular Business Models (PaaS CBMs)**

We use the term business model as the conceptual logic for how a company creates and captures customer value (Björkdahl, 2009; Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). *Value creation* in a CBM is based on utilising value retained in products over time and after use (Linder and Williander, 2017). The more value (in use) remains in products over time and after use, the larger the potential to create customer value. The ideal CBM lets customers enjoy products indefinitely without the need for production since no products become obsolete. *Value capture* in a PaaS is based on recurring revenue resulting from continued customer value. We here use the term PaaS as a combined term for Tukker’s (2004) terms access or results-based Product Service System-models with ownership risks never transferring to customers. In other words, PaaS is distinct form of recurrent revenue-model enabling CBM, separate from other CBM-enabling recurrent revenue models based on aftermarket transactions such as spare parts and service fees. Taken together, our definition of a PaaS CBM is a business model where value creation is to a large extent based on time-extension of product value-in-use, and value capture is to a large extent based on recurrent revenue directly and contractually correspondent to access or results of product use. Because a PaaS CBM is particularly well suited to profit from superior value retention of products (Whalen, 2020), it commonly benefits from a comparatively large initial investment in goods sold. At least to the extent that higher such investment secures better product value retention. Taken together this has some relevant implications for financing:

A. The delayed cash flow of a PaaS implies a dependence on long-term cost-effective financing to achieve scalability.

B. The increased initial product investment of a CBM implies a larger capital volume that needs to be cost-effectively financed to achieve competitiveness, also in the short term.

3. **Summary of prior research on circular economy financing**

The importance of finance as an enabler for growing business in general – and for circular business in particular – has been covered in prior literature. Many scholars who have focused on barriers to CBMs and circular economy transition in general have also mentioned that financial barriers might be an important category of barriers (Adams et al., 2017; de Jesus and Mendonça, 2018; Govindan and Hasanagic, 2018; Grafström and Aasma, 2021; Hartley et al., 2021; Kirchherr et al., 2018; Kok et al., 2013; Mishra et al., 2018; Ormazabal et al., 2018; Preston, 2012; Tura et al., 2019; Vermunt et al., 2019). Seles et al. (2022) have
conducted a broad literature study of enablers of circularity, on the other hand, and point at access to financial resources as one such enabler.

Aranda-Usón et al. (2019) argue that the availability of funds, quality of the firm’s own financial resources, and public subsidies have a positive effect in stimulating the implementation of CE initiatives in businesses. Uhrenholt et al. (2022) state that financing of CE is essential for enabling investments towards developing business models based on the take-back system. Moreover, Ayati et al. (2022) argue that finance is essential to the formation of Circular Supply Chains. Also, the NGO Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF) argues for the importance of access to new financing and risk management tools to support change-in-ownership models, capital investment, funding R&D and new technologies (EMF, 2012, 2013, 2014). As such, it is expected that financial institutions can help facilitate such a transition (FinanCE/CE100, 2016). In particular, financing is deemed to be a key enabler for any business wishing to innovate new business models (Beltramello et al., 2013) including CBMs (Wasserbaur et al., 2022).

Some authors consider the issue in relation to the stage and size of the company. For instance, Briguglio et al. (2021) argue that *start-ups* which are “born circular” seem to encounter fewer barriers compared to business that strive to change into circularity. Henry et al. (2020) in their typology of circular start-ups state that the ones with a service-based model (PSS), which equates to only 9% of the studied sample, face among others, financial constraints, as they are characterised by asset-heavy innovation needs.

Several authors focus on barriers related to *small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)*. Rizos et al. (2016) show, based on company surveys, that lack of funding is a key obstacle for SMEs to switch to CBMs and argue that the banking sector struggles to understand and correctly assess risks and potential of the new business models. Salvioni et al. (2022) point out that financial barriers have hindered the adoption of circular practice in Italian SMEs due to their difficulty in raising public and private funds to finance the transition coupled with inadequate understanding of CE. Similar considerations come from Min et al. (2021) in relation to SMEs in China.

On the same wavelength we find de la Cuesta-González and Morales-García (2021) who, by adopting a system approach combining business model perspectives with transition theories, recommend a more coherent, comprehensive, and harmonised system for information, risk assessment, and new co-financing mechanisms and alternative instruments including blended finance or circular finance.
At the policy level, the revised EU Circular Economy Action Plan (European Commission, 2020) highlights the need for sustainable finance and environmental accounting principles to support and complement circular economy initiatives and performance data.

At the institutional level, on the one hand increased interest on circular initiatives has been shown for instance by the International Finance Corporation (IFC), i.e. the private sector arm of the World Bank, (Tonelli and Cristoni, 2018) and by the multinationals’ strategic partnerships with the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF, 2020a). On the other hand however, financial institutions appear to be still hesitant to financially support circular companies (Pavoni, 2019) perhaps because of their lack of awareness and trust of profitability within the domain (Fischer and Pascucci, 2017) or because CE projects are typically attributed a higher risk profile as banks rely on historical record and benchmarking to assess risk (Acsinte and Francine, 2015).

At the practical level, several documents in the form of guidelines, overviews, or potential strategies on circular financing for enterprises have been published by various organisations including not financial ones (ABN AMRO et al., 2018; EMF, 2020b; IEMA, 2018; ING, 2015; United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative, 2020). Moreover, promising viable options for financing CE investments can be observed from stakeholder collaborations and governmental funding is becoming viable options (Fischer and Pascucci, 2017).

Four prior papers mention specifically financial barriers to PaaS CBM. Two of them make general statements about financial constraints due to asset heavy innovations (Henry et al., 2020) and the need for sufficient financial power for a company to be able to take on PaaS models with retained product ownership (Reim et al., 2021). The third one, (Toxopeus et al., 2021) focuses on solutions and presents three strategies for overcoming financial barriers to CBM in general: Securing customer contracts and pre-orders, building strong networks with banks, suppliers and customers, and reconsider asset design to enable asset-based lending. The fourth paper (Fallahi et al., 2022) also focuses on solutions, listing 13 suggested solutions for financing of PaaS CBM, including using Artificial Intelligence to better assess residual value of used products. Like the present paper, the findings of both Toxopeus et al. (2021) and Fallahi et al. (2022) are based on interviews with employees at product firms and banks. The present paper’s contribution beyond Toxopeus et al. (2021) and Fallahi et al. (2022) lies in confirmation of, but also in extension, detailing and structuring of, the identified financing challenges, rather than discussing various solutions. As mentioned in
section 1, the research gap that we aim to close in the present paper is the specifics of the barriers to
PaaS CBM bank financing.

4. Method
To examine if financing might be a significant barrier to PaaS CBM scaling, we launched a governmentally funded research project at the end of 2017, in which we joined forces with both product companies that had already mentioned this problem and with financial actors interested in the topic. The list of product companies and financial actors was extended over the project period through snowball sampling from the interviewed companies and colleague researchers, to achieve as much diversity as possible in the sample while still ensuring interest and experience in the research topic. Unstructured thematic interviews were held with professionals at product companies and financial actors to gain an in-depth understanding of the importance of barriers related to financing of PaaS models and of the participant’s perspective on how to address the barriers. Extensive interview notes were made by one of the researchers during each interview and reviewed by a second researcher afterwards. In total (over the period 2018 to 2021), 36 interviews were held, lasting between 30 and 75 minutes. Interviews were conducted face-to-face (20), through telephone or on-line conferences (15) or via email (1). 18 interviews were carried out at 12 product companies and 14 interviews at 12 financial actors. The product company interviewees held positions, such as CEOs and Sales Manager (SMEs), and Head of Treasury, Business Area Manager and Sustainability Manager (larger companies). The financial actor interviewees were all managers and/or credit experts in their different fields. In addition, owner (shareholder) representatives from three of the product companies were interviewed. Four interviews were held with three additional expert organisations: the chairman of FAR (the Swedish Association of Authorized Accountants), the chairman of the tax committee of the Swedish parliament and representatives from ACCA (the Association of Certified and Chartered Accountants).

The structuring of the arguments was done partly in parallel with data collection, and in 2018 we printed all the text from the interviews and categorised various quotes with the purpose to better summarise the results for external communication. This is a type of open coding, similar to that described in Hsieh and Shannon (2005). We then presented these results at two academic conferences and a professional accounting association meeting. We used questions and feedback from these
settings to further refine and relabel the arguments and categories. The resultant codes are presented in section 4 below, as the titles of the barriers.

Later, in 2021, we launched a survey with responses from 24 product companies engaging in PaaS models. In the survey, questions were asked about the current financing of the PaaS model and about if financing was a problem for the respondent or not. Some of the respondents spontaneously brought up the below problem categories in free text-questionnaire items of that survey, which we here use and interpret as a second empirical verification of the problem categories. As this manuscript started to take form, we undertook two more interviews with bank experts, for further verification of our problem categories. Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. quantifies the data collection.

Table 1
Summary of number of interviews and responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Product companies</th>
<th>Financial actors</th>
<th>Expert organisations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organisations</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey responses</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Problems with bank financing of PaaS CBM

Based on our survey results, we can confirm that firms wanting to scale their PaaS models confront difficulties relating to financing. When asked to answer the question “How big is the problem of financing for your PaaS business?” on a scale from 0 (no problem) to 5 (showstopper), no respondent answered 0. Our results indicate that the challenge is more pronounced for SMEs than for larger corporates, but that the problem exists for companies of all sizes. Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. lists the survey answers to the question per size category of respondent.
We demonstrate seven different ways in which PaaS CBM are systematically at a
disadvantage compared to one-off-sales. Each section contains a shorthand name, a description of why
it happens, one or a few illustrative quotes and a brief comment on how prevalent we expect the
challenge to be.

We structure the section according to how banks typically evaluate an application for
a business loan. To increase the likelihood of payback of business loans, banks typically assess the
available collateral, the business case to be financed and the people involved (Toxopeus et al., 2021).
We focus on the collateral (subsection 5.1) and business case (subsection 5.2) assessment. We did not
find any indications that PaaS CBM would be at a disadvantage (nor advantage) regarding the banks’
assessment of the people involved.

5.1 Collateral-based assessment

Collateral is property of value that the lender can seize from a borrower in the case of
failure to repay the loan according to terms. Collateral typically does not affect the chances of
business success of the debtor. In terms of risk reduction for the bank, it functions as a fallback for the
creditor in case of loan default. Collateral is assessed differently in the cases of inventory financing,
object financing and contract financing.

5.1.1 Low inventory valuation

Inventory financing is when property registered as inventory in the debtors accounting
is used as collateral for the loan. In a linear economy, most product manufacturers would typically

---

Table 2
Responses on if financing is a hindrance for PaaS CBM scaling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PaaS firms per size</th>
<th>No problem (0 on a scale from 0 – 5)</th>
<th>Small problem (1 on a scale from 0 – 5)</th>
<th>Medium problem (2 or 3 on a scale from 0 – 5)</th>
<th>Substantial problem (4 or 5 on a scale from 0 – 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro firms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small enterprises</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Medium sized
  enterprises      | 0                                    | 1                                      | 0                                           | 2                                                |
| Large corporates    | 0                                    | 3                                      | 2                                           | 1                                                |

*a Firm size definition according to EU (turnover criterion) https://single-market-economy.ec.europa.eu/smes/sme-definition_en*
categorise all their unsold products as inventory and remove products completely from the accounting once sold. Thus, by default products remaining with the product company tend to be accounted for as inventory. There are accounting regulations regarding how items classified as inventory can be valued, requiring rapid depreciation of inventory. Further, credit regulation limits the mortgage (collateral) value of inventory. According to one of our interviewed PaaS companies, this results in a situation where regularly only 25% (50% of 50%) of the inventory value can be mortgaged after a year – a much too low value to help scale a PaaS model. Thus, inventory financing is not suitable after the first year for a business model based on extended value retention and recurrent revenue, such as a PaaS CBM.

This is likely to be fairly difficult to change. As expressed by one of the interviewed bank experts:

“Regarding subscription services, mortgages of inventory already exist, but only up to a maximum of 60% of the value. If that needs to be changed to for instance 90% of inventory value, that [change] needs to be cleared with the Finansinspektionen [financial supervisory agency]” – Bank expert

Because this challenge stems from common accounting and credit regulations, we believe it to be endemic. In our interview study, the challenge was brought up by 2 out of 12 product companies, 2 out of 12 financial actors (or 2 out of 7 banks) and 1 of the expert organisations.

5.1.2 Collectability of collateral

Object financing is when the product taken at market value is used as collateral for the loan. It is commonly used in for instance real estate mortgages. For other types of assets, banks and financial actors often point at the risk of collateral not being possible to locate in case of liquidation. If the realisation of the collateral value is done via asset sales, there is a need to keep track of where the products are so that they can be collected and liquidated. The fear is that this will be more difficult and time-consuming if the collateral consists of many movable and distributed objects (such as furniture or garments) rather than more stationary objects (such as real estate or machinery).

One financial institute manager expressed it thus:

“We see a considerable difficulty in control of where units are located in a rental model. There is a risk that “the security runs off”. We have no capability to control this, and all of that risk needs to be taken by the owner or rentier.” –Financial institute manager
This challenge seems to be based on the perception and experience of banks and financial institutes. We therefore expect it to vary between industries, customer segments and institutional regimes. In our interview study, the challenge was brought up by 2 out of 12 product companies, 3 out of 12 financial actors and 1 of the expert organisations.

5.1.3 Cost of liquidation

“I have spoken to our financial company. They consider the admin too costly. Theoretically it’s possible, but to systematise, label and manage baby prams will become too costly for them per product.” – Bank expert

A second consideration with object financing is the transaction costs involved in liquidating the objects used as collateral. Assets with existing structured second-hand markets, and thus well-known residual values, are common as bank collateral. For instance, real estate, vehicles, and some machinery and equipment. These can often be liquidated at a known exchange value at any point in time in case of default of the debtor. Using other types of products/assets as collateral poses difficulty for two reasons:

1. A non-structured second-hand market (such as Tradera or Blocket) implies more work and more specific knowledge (non-existing at the bank) to be able to liquidate the asset.

2. Lower-valued assets imply a higher cost per asset to administer the object financing model.

If there are no established processes for asset liquidation, the administrative costs for the bank of liquidation will be significant, especially in the case of numerous low value assets. This challenge seems to vary between jurisdictions. In Sweden, an industry practice of a per-object pricing model dominates the market of object financing, which makes object financing prohibitively expensive for low value items. That is, the price (cost of financing) of the object financing service is set individually per item, which renders the cost of liquidation high for many low-cost assets. However, in other countries, such as the Netherlands, there exists a different type of price model which makes large homogenous product fleets more attractive (or at least less unattractive) to finance via object financing.

In our interview study, the challenge was brought up by 5 out of 12 product companies and 3 out of 12 financial actors.
5.1.4 Contract value specificity

When asset-based collateral cannot be used, contract-based collateral is often a suggested solution. This means that the future value of the contracts (in other words the cash flow) is considered the collateral rather than the asset itself. For the bank this is often deemed risky if the contracts are short, but the main problem for the bank is the difficulty to realise the value of the contracts in case of default of the debtor. A realisation means that someone else than the original debtor needs to continue delivering on the contracts. The bank is often not fit to do this itself, hence this model requires other parties to take over the contracts. This is both a new – and potentially cumbersome – type of collaboration situation for the bank, but more importantly these actors may not exist in a new market with new product-service offerings. As expressed by one bank expert exploring contract-based collateral:

“If the collateral is the contract, what happens at bankruptcy? If the service provider cannot deliver the service, then the bank will have to find a new partner to take over the contracts/service delivery. So, it’s like a “back up service market”. This can of course be a challenge for start-ups/new service markets.” – Bank expert

The more services that have been added to the offering (perhaps to achieve competitive advantage and non-imitability via services), the more difficult to replicate for a “stand-in partner”. Or in the words of an interviewed entrepreneur:

“The credit companies need a plan for how to take over the [customer] contracts and assets. It is easier with products that are already well-established (with many possible buyers), such as coffee machines. The more complex the service, the more challenging the contract.” – Manager at product company

This challenge is mostly independent of regulations and financial industry practice and more dependent on the number of capable competitors. In our interview study, the challenge was brought up by 1 out of 12 product companies, 2 out of 12 financial actors (or 2 out of 7 banks) and 1 owner representative.

5.2 Business case-based assessment

The business case-assessment is the estimated probability that the collateral will not be needed as such. Typically, a good business case means that the debtor’s revenues minus costs will
exceed the agreed payback plan of the loan. The business case is typically assessed using a combination of historical data, comparison to benchmark objects, heuristics about timing and review of financial projections. Below, we summarise our findings regarding each of the 3 assessment categories one by one for the case of PaaS CBM. For each category, PaaS CBM is typically at a disadvantage.

5.2.1 Benchmark values

The probability of future positive cash flow and profitability is assessed using benchmarks and historical financial data. A good benchmark is another firm operating the same business model in the same industry and in the same or similar market. When these benchmarks are not readily available – a situation very likely for PaaS CBM in new industries or in new geographies – the bank finds it challenging to assess the strength of the business case, and they regularly will turn down the credit application with reference to high risk and no track record.

“Biggest challenges: 1 [of 2] The models are new, innovative (character of start-up/not proved) which make them risky in general. No track record. Risk assessment is always retrospective. This makes it difficult.” – Bank manager

This challenge is not unique to PaaS CBM. Nevertheless, it constitutes a real barrier for PaaS firms needing finance to scale their operations. In our interview study 1 out of 12 product companies and 4 out of 12 financial actors (or 4 out of 7 banks) stated difficulties related to history, track record and hindsight.

5.2.2 Loan payback timing

The business case assessment of the bank includes both the projected results and the projected cash flow of the debtor. Standard bank loan repayment time frames of 3 – 7 years forces a repayment pace of the debtor, which will aggravate rather than alleviate the initial cash flow challenge of the company, where large investments are needed in the products used in the PaaS CBM. The inherent long-term perspective of PaaS CBM – both in terms of product value retention and profitability potential – is at odds with the standard time perspective of bank loan repayment. A payback time of 5 years does not provide financing matching the economic life of the assets when products will continue to create value over much longer periods of time. This was most explicitly described by two of the credit experts.
“It is always a balance between profitability in the short term and repayment capacity in the long term. The boundary is at around three years.” – Bank expert

“Bank credit financing must be possible in relation to the idea. So, repayment time of 3 – 5 years. Innovation loans can be a bit less strict in terms of repayment time. The repayment capacity is an important part of the total assessment.” – Credit institute expert

This challenge is generic, due to international bank industry practice of 3 – 7 year-loan payback times and related credit ratings. It will not affect all PaaS CBM equally due to differences in product lifespans. In our interview study, 2 out of 12 product companies, 5 out of 12 financial actors and 1 owner representative mentioned the challenge of short payback periods.

5.2.3 Forced depreciation costs

“Profitability determines if a circular business model gets financed.” – Bank manager

With a business case-as-security, the magnitude of future projected profits determines the financeability of the PaaS CBM. Profits are defined as revenues less costs. An important category of costs in any CBM is depreciation of assets. Depreciation is an estimated reduction in value of an item and is treated as a cost on the income statement. Because it is an estimation, and because it affects profits and taxes and investors and creditors, the levels of allowed estimates are highly regulated. As expressed by a bank manager, musing about solutions to the challenge of inventory as collateral:

“Today’s accounting rules: The assets are forced to be moved from inventory to fixed assets. [But still] depreciation towards zero, though the asset would then still generate revenue.” – Bank manager

But in a CBM, the logic of value creation is centred around products retaining their value between uses. Further, the cost structure of a CBM is centred around value retention, often incurring many other costs such as maintenance and repairs to achieve this goal. As mentioned above, a business with circular ambitions will likely opt to incur higher initial investment costs to acquire products that better retain value. This means that in the cost entry of the income statement, a CBM will incur costs twice – once for activities and resources meant to prevent loss of value to the asset, and once as a heuristic, regulated depreciation of the asset value. In other words, the income statement
of a CBM is likely to overestimate costs and underestimate profits under accounting practices favoured by banks assessing the business case for a loan.

These accounting practices are international (through Generally Accepted Accounting Practices), so this disadvantage is likely to be very generic. In our interview study, the challenge was brought up by 5 out of 12 product companies, 5 out of 12 financial actors and 1 of the expert representatives.

5.3 Summary of PaaS CBM financing challenges

Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. below summarises the number of contacted organisations that spontaneously brought up each of the challenge categories in the unstructured interviews, and figure 1 summarizes and structures the detailed findings of challenges for financing PaaS CBM.

Table 3
Frequency of the various PaaS CBM financing challenges in the original unstructured interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Product company (incl. owner representative)</th>
<th>Financial actors</th>
<th>Expert organisations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organisations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral-based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low inventory valuation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectability of collateral</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of liquidation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract value specificity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business case-based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark values</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan payback timing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced depreciation costs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Discussion

We have shown that it is challenging to finance a PaaS CBM via bank loans. We have added further empirical evidence and detail to the claim (Beltramello et al., 2013; Grafström and Aasma, 2021; Kirchherr et al., 2018; Toxopeus et al., 2021; Vermunt et al., 2019) that financing likely is a barrier to a circular economy transition. We can answer our first research question “Is availability of bank financing a problem for scaling PaaS CBM business?” with a “yes”. Consequently, we proceeded to answer our second research question “what are the explanatory factors from a bank credit process perspective?”, in order to understand the specifics of the nature, causes and generality of the barriers to PaaS CBM bank financing. We have illustrated the answer in Figure 1, adding clarity to existing literature’s more general claims that financing can be a barrier. Our results – although based on a small sample – also seem to confirm earlier studies (Henry et al., 2020; Rizos et al., 2016) showing that smaller firms and start-ups are more likely to encounter the problem.

We have shown that challenges are caused by a mix of internationally convergent regulation and semi-regulation (bank risk and credit rating regulation, and depreciation rules under GAAP/IFRS) and long-term industry practices (benchmarks, payback schedules). This proves the generality of the problem and means that PaaS CBM can be expected to be disadvantaged in terms of bank loans in many countries and for a long time ahead. By showing this, we help validate previously, more superficially explored CBM barriers related to lack of
access to finance (Acsinte and Francine, 2015; Fischer and Pascucci, 2017; Hartley et al., 2021; Pavoni, 2019; Vermunt et al, 2019). For instance, Vermunt et al. (2019) briefly describe that 7 out of 8 interviewed PaaS CBM product firms consider financial barriers to be significant barriers. This paper contributes with both more detailed causal explanations and generalisability over time and between countries. Aranda-Usón et al. (2019) sent a survey to 1,000 companies, receiving responses from 87, and found that circular activities in general (not limited to PaaS CBM) was quite dependent on internal (equity) and government-backed financing. Our paper helps explain why bank loans were underused. Demirel and Danisman (2019) discovered via a dataset of 5,100 small and medium-sized European firms that traditional debt finance was uncorrelated to CBM revenue growth whereas equity financing (angel and venture capital) was positively correlated. We help explain that result partly, by showing that one oft-celebrated growth-oriented type of CBM – PaaS CBM – likely was at a disadvantage for traditional debt financing in their dataset – and that we have reason to expect similar results for other countries and over time. Toxopeus et al. (2021) categorised their interview findings in a matrix with rows from the Osterwalder et al. (2005) business model ontology and columns from the three main credit security categories collateral, business case and relationships. Fallahi et al. (2022) adopted a similar structure of asset-based and business case-based solutions for financing of PaaS CBM. Both papers focus on solution strategies, while our paper add structure and detail to the problem description.

We have also added empirical evidence to the perception of financing as a barrier to PaaS CBM via two separate data collection methods from a sizable number of Swedish banks and financial actors, and Swedish product companies, with confirmation from financial actors from the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. The number of positive responses regarding perceived barriers and the perceived generic causes of the barriers give cause to expect that interested professionals (product companies, banks) also outside our sample would recognise the problem categories below. Especially among small firms. The validity of the causal linkages is however limited by the cross-sectional design and must be evaluated on conceptual grounds.

We acknowledge that the data collection of our study was based predominantly on input from Swedish actors, resulting in a geographical limitation of our study. Nevertheless, our results point at the need to further explore a number of areas, and we see particular potential in the following topics:

- Exploration of the whole potential theoretical space of financing for PaaS CBM. We began our exploration of bank financing from a point of departure where our company partners exploring CBM with us, up until that point, had used equity financing. While equity financing is very suitable for
validating the business model and initial proof of scalability, it seems too expensive during later upscaling given that the product longevity is meant to provide a cost advantage in a CBM. Future research should continue the work of Fallahi et al (2022) and explore and search for more suitable solutions in between those two extremes.

- Better tools for market value estimation of PaaS CBM future adaptive designed products in case of default. Such tools, if audited by third parties, might allow banks and other stakeholders to be more comfortable with departing from current depreciation heuristics. And for PaaS CBM operators to gain important information about their products.

- Customer financing and non-conventional financing technologies based on local knowledge. For instance, a lending solution based on distributed staking in debtors’ payback ability in order to generate a likelihood-estimator of payback. Solutions where actors with insight (e.g., customers) can assess the likely viability of the specific PaaS CBM instead of banks assessing it using general heuristics supposed to fit all firms perhaps administrated via blockchains, perhaps via a deposit system.

- The policy and regulation space needs to be explored further. For instance, we found that rules pertaining to asset depreciation rates matter for PaaS CBM. The rules for asset depreciation are often enforced by tax agencies and are sometimes changed locally for some industry or initiative by parliaments. Also rules and institutions around loan payback times and linked credit ratings hinder scaling of PaaS CBMs through bank credit. Future research should explore regulatory solutions to the problem explored and explained in this paper.

In terms of practical and strategic implications, we suggest the following:

- For banks these problems are likely to constitute a potential business opportunity. By seeking to resolve the issues presented above, on their own or together, banks can gain access to the market of circular economy innovator firms. By doing so quickly, some banks may gain early mover advantages.

- For policy makers, we urge a reconsideration of current depreciation regulation, loan pay-back times and credit rating systems, as well as the use of accelerated depreciation as an incentive for environmental action. This will reduce one of the obstacles to scalability for circular business models.

- Product firms experimenting with product-as-a-service circular business models should not assume the availability of low-cost bank financing as they scale these offerings. Instead, businesses should explore the
alternative strategies to reduce the cost of financing their ventures, for example those explored in Fallahi et al. (2022).

7. Concluding remarks

We have in this paper asked if bank financing is a problem for scale-up of PaaS CBM business, and if so, what the explanatory factors are. We have based our conclusions on a summary of the available literature, a survey, and interviews with 18 product companies, 16 financial actors and 4 expert organisations. We conclude that yes, low availability of or high cost of bank financing is likely to be a problem for scale-up of many PaaS CBM.

We also conclude that the explanatory factors are numerous and intricate. For example, three of the many explanatory factors which we have explained in detail are: (1) A PaaS CBM source of competitive advantage (non-imitability through complex services) is directly at odds with bank security assessment, since the non-imitability disqualify customer contracts as collateral, (2) Country level differences in object financing pricing affect the (perceived) cost of collateral liquidation, meaning scale-up internationally and locally in some countries will likely be more challenging than in others and (3) International de-facto accounting regulation (GAAP/IFRS) forces short payback times for inventory collateral and negatively affects the business case projections.

These results should be viewed in light of that the diffusion of circular economy business practices is likely to contribute to a reduction in environmental harm from business. One of the most popular business model innovations to leverage the circular economy, in both practice and scientific literature, is product-as-a-service circular business models. These business models quickly incur high capital requirements, and current regulations and financial practices are likely to further increase their cost of capital. This is likely to delay the uptake of circular business models, delay the transition to a circular economy and thereby cause the environmental crises of our time to deteriorate rather than be solved.
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